Share1Vortex™
Product (Platform) Description
ShareSafe’s enterprise-wide platform (Share1Vortex) is a scalable, cloud-based technology. Its flexible module stack is highly
configurable, accessible from any device, and requires no new hardware—making it easy and cost-effective to deploy. The Company’s
agile software development methodology permits rapid integration with partner companies, allowing ShareSafe to launch their
applications from our platform for a seamless user experience.
To make it simpler and cost efficient for our clients Share1Vortex is being packaged under three “turnkey” Solution Sets: 1) Share1MD™
(for physicians and advanced practitioners), 2) Share1Team™ (for staff throughout an organization), and 3) Share1Patient™ (for
healthcare organizations and payers to offer to their patients and families). Depending on the requirements of the organization, a
combination of our 7 functional modules under the trademarked brand names SafeShield®, SafeLaunch®, SafeConnect® and ShareFire®
are licensed for the three solution sets (see chart below). Within that framework, clients receive an enterprise-ready platform that aligns
with their needs and is ready to use out-of-the-box.

Vortex Modules
Mobile Identity Access Management (m-IAM™)

Trademark

1. Multifactor Authentication (Biometric Login): Requires no manual password entry (like iPhone’s Touch ID or Facial
Recognition) but with multi-factor authentication. (1st in Healthcare Industry)

SafeShield®

2. Mobile Single Sign-On (SSO): Biometric access to EHRs and other critical systems (similar to Imprivata) but built on a
Mobile multi-factor authentication platform that is downloaded from the Internet by the user and requires no hardware
because it dematerializes smart cards, fobs and scanners. (1st in Healthcare Industry)

SafeLaunch®

Business/Clinical Collaboration
3. 1MD™: Longitudinal Patient Record Viewer with the following features:

•

•

Provides an aggregated view of the patient record from disparate EHRs (like an HIE), but in real time, mobile and
the user does not have to retrieve the data. Unlike HIEs, 1MD only temporarily stores patient data, eliminating the
enormous costs of data storage and providing for rapid deployment.
Supports dictation and editing of documentation (similar to Dragon One®) from your mobile device.

Trademark
SafeConnect®

4. Secure Messaging: Built on the iOS framework for simplicity (like iMessage®) but HIPAA-secure and available for
Android. Provides patient-in-context messaging for care team coordination.
5. Collaborative System: An enterprise software that integrates communities, groups, blogs, news feeds and polls (similar
to LinkedIn, Jive or Slack) but built specifically for mobile healthcare workers.
6. Interactive Content Management: A secure, powerful system with intuitive front-end tools that facilitate creating, editing,
organizing and publishing content by any member of the organization with permission to do so. Features include:

•
•

•

Video & Photo Library: A robust repository for videos (analogous to YouTube) and photo-sharing tool (like Instagram)
but private.
Survey Tool: A configurable data-collection form providing a method to solicit and analyze data (like Survey Monkey)
but results are housed in client’s database; useful for Culture of Safety surveys and Patient Reported Outcomes
(PROs).
Document Library: A system used to track, manage, access and store documents (like SharePoint®) but designed for
clinical workers with ease-of-use and mobility a premium.

Learning Management ????????????
7. Learning Center: A contemporary education system for employees to learn, share best practices, onboard and train for
new equipment and IT systems (similar to HealthStream) but interactive, mobile and simple to use.
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